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Abstract: The notion of burstiness plays a crucial role in ATM networks, especially at network 
edges and specifically at the TB interface. In order to understand the physical phenomena which 
result from bursty traffic, an exact model, the llGeo2/Geo/l/ K queue, has been developed. The 
impact of some traffic characteristics, such as the burstiness parameter and the squared coefficient 
of variation of interarrival, has been thoroughly studied. The relevance of these parameters is 
discussed and the notion of local overload is introduced. The results are then applied to policing 
and to traffic characterization. 

1 - INTRODUCTION 

When queue dimensioning is performed, five parameters 
are linked together in a consistent way: the queue 
buffering capability and the server load are set to values 
compatible with the available technology and the 
Grade-Of-Service requirement, with reference to a 
customer arrival process. 
Actually, what could make the network go off course? 
A server load higher than specified is obviously the first 
answer and load controls have been extensively studied. 
A second answer, which has been presented in [4J is that 
the queue experiences a more bursty arrival process than 
expected. I ndeed, the target broadband network will 
carry a wide range of applications, some of them 
producing highly sporadic bit rates - ego fast file trans
fer, still picture communications .. . More recently, Davie 
[3J has numerically solved Lindley's equation in the 
discrete-time case to determine the steady-state 
probabilities of an infinite queue with bursty arrivals. 
lIe then derived an assessment of the buffering capability 
required to meet a given loss prohability; however, the 
loss probability cannot easily be derived from the 
stationary queue length distribution since the PASTA 
property (Poisson Arrivals See Time A verages) does not 

hold. He also points out that an input bursty tramc is 

gradually smoothed as it progresses through the 

network. It remains to assess to what extent, the Poisson 
or Geometric dimensioning of transit network queues 

can still be trusted... unless actions are taken against 
source burstiness. In the present paper, traffic is said to 
be bursty when it induces a higher loss probability in a 
given queue than the Geometric process offering the 

same load under stability assumptions. In addition, it is 
observed that the mean waiting time increases. 

This paper addresses the topic of queue dimensioning at 
the TB I nterface. The bursty nature of the traffic mix is 
captured by using a discrete-time arrival process in the 
family of the Markov Modulated Geometric Processes, 
namely a two-stage hypergeometric arrival process -

llGeo2, for short. A method is given of setting the 
parameters of this process - hit rate in each phase and 
phase transition probability - to values fitting a given 
observed traffic characterized by its burstiness n, defined 
as the ratio of the peak to the mean bit rate, and the 
squared coefficient of variation Cv2 of interarrival. A 
queue with finite capacity is used to absorb the transient 
congestions when the offered traffic is larger than the 
transmission capacity of the 1'[1 Interface. This model is 
intended for the cell level in an ATM-based network so 
that the service duration is the cell reemission time; it 
should be deterministic but for mathematical tractability, 
it has been given a Geometric distribution. 

This is the llGeo2/Geo/l/ K discrete-time queueing 
system. Our main contribution is that we have finalized 
an exact method of obtaining the loss probability and 

the mean waiting time. The couple composed of the 
numher of cells in the system and the phase of the arrival 

process is a two-dimensional Markov chain. Its 
Chapman-Kolmogorov equations are numerically 
solved; then, the exact loss probability is derived from a 

conservation law obtained via a generating function 
analysis. Finally, the impact of the traffic burstiness B 

and the squared coefficient of variation Cv2 on the loss 
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probahility Ploss and the mean waiting time W in the 

queue are thoroughly studied. 

2 - THE MODEL. 

2.1 Presentation. 

In this paper, the two-stage hypergeometric process 

lIGeo2 is used to model bursty cell arrivals in a queue, a 

bursty arrival process being less regular than the 

geometric one which would offer the same load. The 

notion of burstiness is very difficult to capture and many 

parameters have been proposed to quantify the non 

regularity of the arrival process (see next subsection). 

We consider a slotted medium, the slot duration is 

denoted by 0 and will be taken as the time unit in the 

sequel. The IlGeo2 traffic is defined by the following cell 

interarrival process: 

• 

• 

• 

the process begins just after a cell arrival, 

there are two phases, namely "'0 and '" I' the phase 

space is denoted by E, 

when the process is in phase "'I' the interarrival is 
geometric with parameter I - Plo PI E (0, I). Let 1 be 

the random time hetween two successive cell 

arrivals. The conditional distrihution of I, knowing 

the phase of the interarrival is geometric, is : 

Vk ~ 1, i= 0,1 

Pr{I = kOI phase = "'I} = (I - p/- Ipl 
(I) 

A cell arrival may take place only at time (kO)- that 

is just hefore the epochs kO. No more than one cell 

may arrive at kO- (single arrivals) : the interarrival 

time between two cells is at least one slot long. 

• just after a cell arrival - i.e. (kO)+ - a new phase is 

drawn at random independently of the current 

phase. Let (Ot he the probahility to draw the phase 

V'[ (we have ohviously Wo + WI = I). 

By construction, the lIGeo2 process is a renewal process 

in which the distribution of the random time I between 

two successive renewals is given hy : 

Between the arrivals of the nlh and the (n + l)lh cells, the 

phase ~n of the HGeo2 process will not change. {~n}neN 
is a Markov chain whose transition matrix is given hy: 

p= (wo (01) 
Wo (()I 

(3) 

Two successive arrivals are separated by a number of 

slots. Now, let us observe the phase <I> = {<I>kh> I of the 

IfGeo2 arrival process at time (kO)+. <I> = (<I>k)~:<! I is a 

Markov chain whose transition matrix PI is given by : 

n = (I -POW I POWI) 
PIWO 1 - PIWO 

(4) 

We say that {~n}n eN is the underlying Markov chain of 

the process <1>. 

As usual the steady state distribution 17 = ("1)/ e IS of the 

phase proce.ss {<I>n}n eN is obtained by solving the 

equilibrium equation: t,n =". Here, we easily solve this 

equation and get: 

PIWO "0 = -P-o-w-I-'-+:--"-P-IO-)-O (5) 

A cell generation is mandatory for a transition of the .., 

process, the new phase drawn may be identical to the 

preceding one. 

2.2 Traffic characteristics. 

The mean arrival rate of a renewal process is usually 

defined by ). = lim N(/)// = 1/ E[ I] where N(t) is the 
(-+ + 00 

number of renewals prior to t. In the IlGeo2 case, we 

easily obtain, by using equation (2) : 

A = PoP I 
PIWO + POWI 

(6) 

As already mentioned in the introduction, we shall be 

interested in the impact of an irregular input now on 

queue occupancy. Many parameters may be used but 

we shall focuse on the burstiness parameter B and the 

squared coefficient of variation Cv2 of interarrival time 

defined below. 

The burstiness parameter is B = peak rate/mean rate. 

For a general now, it is not always possible to define the 

peak rate but in the IfGeo2 case (phase type flow), we 

can arbitrarily choose the phase V'o more active than the 

phase "'I (Po> PI), therefore, the peak rate is defined as 
the mean rate in the most active phase, namely Po, and 

the burstiness parameter B is then defined by: 

(7) 



According to many authors [8J, [6J, "the Index of Disper

sion for Intervals (ID I) is known to completely 

characterize the effect of a general stationary process on 

a FlFO queue in heavy trafflc". Por a renewal process, 

IDI reduces to the squared coefficient of variation ci 
of interarrival. For the lIGeo2 traffic, Cv2 can easily be 

derived by using equation (2) : 

Cv2 Var[1] _ ,e[ 2wo + 2wI _ -L __ 1_] (8) 
2 - 2 2 A A2 

E[I] Po PI 

Consequently, it is useful to parametrize an 

hypergeometric flow with the set (A, B, Cv2
) - such a 

flow has only three degrees of freedom. By using (6), (7) 
and (8), we obtain: 

BA(B - I) 
Po = BA, PI = Q _ B , Wo= Q-2B+ I (9) 

2 

Where Q = -%- (Cv
2 + A + I). By definition, Po, PI' Wo 

and wl are elements of (0, I). Ilence, Cv2 ~ 1 - ,{. 

3 - THE HGE02/GEO/I/K QUEUE. 

I n this section, we consider a IlGe02 cell traffic defined 
as above, processed by a geometric single server queue; 

each cell requires a service whose duration is 

geometrically distributed with mean O/q, service times 

are independent and identically distributed. Let Sn be the 
service time of the nth customer: 

Vk ~ I, Pr{Sn = kO} = (I - ql-Iq (10) 

The queue capacity is finite and is denoted by K, the 

queue discipline is PIFO and the queue load is p = Jlq. 

3.1 Simultaneity. 

As for any discrete-time queue, simultaneity plays an 
important role. In the following, we have adopted the 

principle: arrivals see departures (see Pigure 1). 

Phase Jump 

Arrival '.. '.. I ----- -- ,._---_._._-------- - .-- ------- --_._ -
'.. '.. Departure 

(n - 1)0 nO 

Figure J. Simultaneity in the IIGeo2/Geo/I/K queue. 
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Cells may arrive at the queue only at epochs (nO)-. If a 

cell arrives at (nO)-, a phase jump occurs at (nO)+ 

according to the underlying Markov chain. A cell 

finishing its service at (nO) actually leaves the system at 
(nO)+. 

3.1 The imhedded M arkov chain. 

Let Qn denote the queue length at time (nO)+ after a 

potential arrival and phase change, and after a potential 

departure (Qo = 0). By using the supplementary variable 

<I>n' the process (Qno <I>n)n eN is a Markov chain whose 
transition matrix M is given by: 

M«k, "'/),(t, "'i» is the probability to jump to phase "'i 
with t cells in the queue from phase "'I with k cells in the 
queue. 

• k=O 

• O<k<K 

• k= K 

• 

Let p = (P~)i e r:, k e (0, ... ,K) be the stationary distribution 
of the process (Qn' <l>n)n eN, which is also the stationary 
distribution of - the state of the system, and 

7l = (71k)k e (0, ... , K) the probability distribution of the 
queue length at cell arrival epochs. The loss probability 

is Ploss = 7lK' By a generating function analysis (see 

appendix A), it can be shown that 7lK is related to 

p~, i E E, as follows: 

l~ I 
P10ss = 7lK = T ~PI PK (11) 

le E 
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The numerical resolution of the llGeo2/Geo/lIK queue 

consists in numerically solving the equilibrium equation 

p.M = p and then using equation (11) to obtain the loss 

probability, see appendix A for the derivation of the 

mean waiting time W. 

4 - RESULTS. 

In this section, the impacts of the burstiness parameter 

B and the squared coefficient of variation Cv2 on the loss 

probability Ploss and the mean waiting time W in a 

I1Geo2/Geo/lIK queue are studied. 

Impact of the squared coefficient of variation Cv2 on the 

loss probability: 

Figure 2 shows Ploss with respect to the server load for 

fixed values of B = 5, queue capacity K = 128 cells and 

mean service time ES = I/q = 16 slots for several values 

of Cv2
• The loss probability for the Geometric traffic is 

plotted as a dotted line. It appears clearly from Figure 

2 that the larger the Cv2
, the larger Ploss for a given 

offered load. Consider given values of B and A., when 

Cv2 increases, the mean number of cells generated during 

a single sojourn in state "'0' no = 1/(1 - wo), also 

increases (from equations (9», so that phase "'0 can be 

viewed as an active phase for the arrival process giving 

rise to bursts. Correlatively, the mean number of cells 

generated during a single sojourn in state V'\ decreases 

to I, so that phase'" \ can be viewed as an idle phase for 

the arrival process. 

• when p> liB = p+( i.e. Po> q), the queue is 

overloaded during bursts and we say that it, is locally 

overloaded. Consequently, the larger the Cv2
, the 

:lo.1E+11 
~ 1E-11 = 1E-12 
-: 1E-1J 
~ 1E-14 
~ 

Do 1E-15 
::: 1E-n 
~ 1E-17 

1E-18 
1E-19 
lE-lI 

1E-11 

1E-12 
lE-ll 
lE-14 

I 
I , , 

: ' , , , , , 
I 

; , , 
:Geo , , , 

I , 
1 E -1 !I-tmrTTT1...".,.TTfr.......,rmoTTTT".,...,r+rn"""'TnT'''''''''''''''''''TTTT".,...,rTTT1,."......., 

. 11 .21 .41 • &I . 11 1. I1 1. 21 1. 41 
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Figure 2. Lo~s rrobability V~. offered load 

larger the mean burst length and the larger the loss 

probability (Ploss -+ I when Cv2 
-+ + (0), 

• when p < p +, the queue is never overloaded, the loss 

probability increases to an upper bound, namely the 

loss probability in the Geo(Po)/Geo(q)/IIK queue. 

Recognizing that there is a threshold value p + of the load 

beyond which the queue is overloaded each time the 

arrival process enters a given phase, allows the time scale 

in the bursty nature of the input traffic to be captured. 

[7J is another attempt in this direction : the impact of 

bursty traffic depends significantly on the server 

characteristics. 

Impact of the squared coe{{icient of variation Cv2 on the 

mean waiting time: 

Figure 3 shows the mean waiting time W for given values 

of p, B, K and ES, and several values of Cv2
• The larger 

the Cv2
, the larger the mean waiting time. Therefore, a 

more bursty traffic which is responsible for a higher cell 

loss rate by definition, is also responsible for a higher 

mean waiting time. 

Band Cv2 ill mutual exclusion: 

Figure 4 shows the maximum value of Cv2 which meets 

a given Ploss with respect to the burstiness B; the load is 

set to 0.8, the queue capacity K = 128 cells and the mean 

service time ES = 16 slots. It appears that Band Cv2 

must be in mutual exclusion in order to achieve a given 

Ploss' If the queue is dimensioned to absorb a bursty flow 

(for example llGeo2) , it follows that the characteristics 

of the actual flow must be strictly respected because the 

queue is very sensitive, not only to the offered load, but 

also to the time structure of the input flow. Considering 

the tolerance introduced by any pick-up [I] policing 
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Figure 3. Mean waiting time V~. offered load 
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Admis!iible value of the coefficient of variation V!i. 

burstine!ilt to achieve a given lolts probability 

mechanism (for example the Leaky Bucket), 

dimensioning to achieve a cell loss rate about 10- 10 for 

a bursty case is very questionable: two input flows 
respecting the same traffic characteristic gabarit imposed 

by pick-up policing mechanisms may experience quite 

different loss probabilities. I n fact, as far as possible, 

bursts should be evened out. 

5 - CONCLUSION. 

From this study two conclusions may be drawn. First, 
the impact of bursty traffic on a queue depends 

significantly on the server characteristics can local 

overload situations be observed or not? 

Secondly, policing functions performed at ATM network 

edges are intended to ensure that the traffic sources res

pect the traffic characteristics which they have 

negotiated at the call set-up. The current policing 

functions are pick-up mechanisms [I], the most popular 

of which is the Leaky Bucket 191. The Leaky Bucket is 

modelled as a GIDIIIK queue; this paper shows clearly 
that a queueing system is very sensitive to the time 
structure of the input process besides the offered load. 

As a policing mechanism must be dimensioned for a 

worst case of the mUltiplexing jitter, curves below show 

that the · Ioss probability depends significantly on the 

structure of the input process and that this may lead to 

a large number of credits for the Leaky Bucket. 

Consequently, large cell clusters may pass transparently 
through the Leaky Bucket at the multiplex rate giving 

rise to a bursty traffic which will arrive at queues located 
in a concentrating or switching stage and may be 
responsible for local overload, the nasty consequences 
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of which have been described above for the special case 

of an I1Geo2 traffic. 

APPENDIX - GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
ANALYSIS. 

In order to determine the steady state distribution 

P = (pi)1 e E. k e (O ..... K) of the queue length, we use the 
generating functions defined as follows: 

K 

{ 

\' , k 
'I'1(z) = LPk z 

i = O. I, ° < 1 z 1 ~ 1 k = 0 

"';(z) = 1 - Pi + :' z 

( z) = 1 - q + Z 

As P = (pi) is solution of the equilibrium equation 

p.M = p, '1'1 ,i = 0,1, verify (by setting) = 1 - i) : 

By solving this system, we obtain for i = 0,1 : 

with 

and 

A,(z) - zK + 2 (z) B,(z) 
'I',(z) = D(z) 

j 2 + q I'n PjWIZ 

IJ,(z) = p~ [PI W, (1 - (z) ",)z» + Pi Pj WI Z (z)] 

+ Pk [Pj w,(1 - (z) "'j(z» + P/WI z (z)J 

The polynomial D(z) is given by: 

D(z) = [ltq + POPI - PoPlq - qd](q - l)z2 

+ [q2(1 + d - 2lt + 2Popd + q(lt - 2poPI)]z 

+ c/(lt - POPI -1) 

where: 1t = 1'0 + PI and d = POW I + PIWO' 
The normalization condition 'I'll) = fI/ yields: 

( I 0 I) _ A I POPK PIPK ( 0 + I) 
q -Po -Po - - A 

This equation is the flow conservation equation, from 
12]. we have: 
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o 1 
P _ POPI<. + PIPI<. 

lo.fs- ...l (A - I) 

Obviously, P10ss is the probability that an arriving cell 

finds K cells in the system. Let 1C = ( 1Ck)k e {O, ... , I<.} be the 
distribution at arrival epochs. It can be shown [5] that 

the above expression of 1CK holds for every 

1Ck' k E {O, .. . , K} : 

I ~ I 
'V k E {O, ... ,K}, 1Ck = T i..JPI Pk 

le E 

(A - 2) 

Consequently, the mean waiting time W is given by: 

1<.-1 
e ~ 1Ck w=- i..Jk-
q k = 0 I - 1CK 

(A - 3) 

We recall that 8 is taken as time unit (8 = 1). 
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